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The Great Depression forced many Americans to live under the pressure of poverty. Some
Americans even abandoned their previous ways of life and immigrated to California, a land known
for its prosperity. The majority of these migrants hailed from the Midwest, particularly Oklahoma,
so Californians referred to these immigrants as “Okies.”1 Yet many Okie migrants found that life in
California did not meet their expectations. Migrants had difficulty finding work; consequently, they
did not have enough money for adequate food, housing, and health care. To address migrant
problems, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt established the Resettlement Administration (RA) as
part of his New Deal program. The RA’s Photographic Division used the art of photography to
document poor conditions in which Okies lived.2 Because the arts have the powerful ability to
connect to people’s emotions, the RA’s photographers successfully captured migrants’ hardships and
revealed them to America. Of these RA photographers, Dorothea Lange best portrayed the
challenges that Okies faced in California. Lange’s documentary photography lifted Okies out of
their plight, because her artistic portrayals of their hardships inspired Americans to improve migrant
housing, food, and health conditions.
The Okies experienced horrendous food and housing conditions, which created health
problems that threatened their lives. Migrants had emptied their pockets to get to California only to
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find “an already crowded agricultural labor market,” according to California Governor Culbert L.
Olson.3 With little money and no jobs, migrants could not purchase necessities. Reporter John
Steinbeck described the Okies’ poor conditions in an October 1936 San Francisco News article:
“Their food supply is extremely limited, their clothing is in tatters, and their shoes are worn. Many
are in a state of complete destitution.”4 Okie families mainly ate less expensive, starchy foods, such
as fried dough, fried cornmeal, and oatmeal mush. While these foods filled their stomachs, starches
did not provide the nutrients necessary for them to remain healthy.5 In addition, Okies lived in
unsanitary, make-shift housing. The common, rent-free “squatters’ camps” did not have running
water or sanitation facilities, and Okies often constructed shacks out of materials from the nearby
dump.6 Steinbeck elaborated on these disgusting conditions in the San Francisco News article:
“There is no toilet here, but there is a clump of willows nearby where human feces lie exposed to the
flies – the same flies that are in the tent.”7 These unclean living conditions combined with poor diets
made the migrants susceptible to illnesses. Even common diseases, such as measles, mumps, and
whooping cough proved “deadly to hunger-weakened children.”8 While the Okies fought to stay
alive, the majority of Americans did not recognize their struggles. And then Lange stepped in to
educate America.
Lange’s drive to pave uncharted territory enabled her to produce exquisite art. Although
Lange owned a portrait studio in San Francisco, she did not feel satisfied by simply taking pictures
of wealthy families. The Depression-era poor intrigued Lange, and she felt compelled to capture
them in photos.9 When Lange talked of taking photographs on the street, friends warned her, “Oh,
don’t go there,” but Lange refused to yield to the standard conceptions of acceptable material.10
Lange’s controversial pictures of impoverished San Franciscans caught the attention of Paul Taylor,
a field director for the California State Emergency Relief Administration. Taylor had received a
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grant from the state of California to investigate agricultural labor and wanted “photographs as visual
evidence to accompany” his reports.11 Yet Taylor knew the state would not approve his hiring of
Lange as a photographer, since never before had a government report centered on documentary
photography to advocate its point.12 Instead, Taylor hired Lange under the title of stenographer.
Lange recounted in a later interview, “I was offered a job on the state payroll as a stenographer…
[But] I’m no stenographer.”13 Lange’s incredible artistic skill combined with government funding
set the stage for an artistic revolution.
Lange’s photographs illustrated the Okies’ need for aid because they documented the substandard conditions in which migrants lived. In February 1935, Lange and Taylor took a trip to the
Nipomo pea pickers’ camp to collect evidence about Okie living conditions. After their trip to the
Nipomo Camp, Lange and Taylor visited the Imperial Valley where they further investigated poor
conditions.14 Throughout their travels around California, Lange captured migrants’ inadequate
living conditions through her camera.15 One picture, titled “Human Habitation,” depicted an Okie
family’s home constructed from garbage (see Appendix I). This shack ironically appeared unfit for
human habitation; moreover, Lange took this picture in Oasis, California.16 Lange’s pictures of the
dilapidated, make-shift housing and the garbage-filled camps portrayed migrants’ hardships with
clarity and personally connected people to the suffering of migrants in a way words could not.17
By August 1935, Lange and Taylor had completed their Nipomo and Imperial Valley report
and sent it to Rexford Tugwell, head of the RA, to convince him of the need for government camps
to house migrants. The report comprised far more pictures than words: Of its thirty pages, twentyfive contained touching photos of Okie migrants.18 These pictures convinced Tugwell to fund the
project, and the federal government allocated $20,000 to create two test camps.19 The first camp,
constructed in Marysville, California, opened on 12 October 1935; a camp in Arvin, California
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followed a few months later.20 These camps proved successful, because they provided needed
sanitary facilities for migrants as well as improved their quality of life through leisure activities such
as sports games and weekly dances.21 In a San Francisco News article about the new camps,
Steinbeck remarked that the camps renewed “the dignity and decency that had been kicked out of the
migrants by their intolerable mode of life.”22 Because these test camps greatly improved Okies’
lives, the federal government continued to fund the construction of camps, and by 1941, California
had a total of nineteen government camps – thirteen permanent camps and six mobile ones.23
While Lange and Taylor’s report led to the amelioration of Okies’ living conditions, it had an
even greater effect; their report proved that photography had the ability to inspire change and
therefore sparked the documentary photography movement. The report rapidly spread through the
RA and caught the attention of Roy Stryker, head of the RA’s new Photographic Division, who
immediately hired Lange as a photographer. In a later interview, Lange described the job of the
Photographic Division as making “a graphic history of American agriculture.”24 This new job
marked an ascent in Lange’s photography career because she now worked for a large federal
department instead of a small state department and finally sported the title of photographer. In
addition, this job title reflected the government’s acceptance of photography as an important medium
for documentation. As an RA photographer, Lange continued travelling throughout California to
record the conditions of Okie migrants, and she captured their struggles through exquisite
photography.25 After each photography field trip, Lange sent the film to Stryker in Washington,
where her pictures circulated throughout Congress.26 Lange’s documentary photography illustrated
the dire state in which Okies lived and therefore guaranteed continued support from the federal
government.
Even though Lange’s photos garnered support from the government, the government focused
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on long-term solutions rather than immediate help, so Lange turned to the public to seek swift aid.
While on the way back from a month-long RA assignment, Lange stopped at the Nipomo pea
pickers’ camp – the same camp she had visited the previous year with Taylor.27 At this final stop,
Lange took the set of pictures that defined the Dust Bowl era. These pictures included the
beautifully staged “Migrant Mother” picture, in which a mother, holding a dirty-faced baby, stared
forlornly into the distance as two of her children buried their heads into her shoulders (see Appendix
II). Because Lange worried that the pea pickers would starve if aid did not arrive, she worked to
publish her photos to show the tragic state in which the pea pickers lived. Lange sent the film to the
San Francisco News in hopes that the newspaper would publish the photos. To her pleasure, the
newspaper printed three of her photos a few days later (10 and 11 March 1936). The publication of
these photos prompted Americans to request government aid for the Okies. Later that month, the
federal government responded to the call by sending 20,000 pounds of food to the Nipomo Camp.28
Because Lange’s publication of her photos successfully brought aid to starving migrants, she
worked to keep their struggles in Americans’ thoughts. Along with publishing her photos in many
newspapers, Lange’s photos appeared in two new magazines, Life and Look, founded in November
1936 and February 1937, respectively. People throughout the nation read Life and Look, and the
magazines’ widespread readership helped Lange’s pictures permeate American society.29 The broad
publication of Lange’s photos created a new art form, photojournalism, which used photos to
communicate current events. In a later interview, Lange acknowledged that “photojournalism…
grew out of this work.”30 Lange’s heart-wrenching photojournalism pressured both the Federal and
California state governments to continue aiding the migrants.
Because Lange’s photos portrayed migrants’ poor health and unsanitary living conditions,
they highlighted the need for the California State Department of Health to take a more active role.
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The Department administered tens of thousands of vaccines to migrants between 1936 and 1939 to
prevent their contraction of smallpox, typhoid, and diphtheria.31 In addition, the Bureau of Child
Hygiene added two programs to ameliorate the health of migrant children. The Bureau sent
representative nurses and a pediatrician to migrant camps to explain health topics, including nutrition
and hygiene, because malnutrition and poor hygiene posed the greatest threats to children. The
Bureau also purchased three vans, known as “child-health center[s] on wheels,” in which
pediatricians examined children and pregnant women.32 In addition, the Department of Health
provided mobile dental service for migrants by converting three station wagons into dental clinics.
These innovative health centers followed migrants as they travelled from crop-to-crop during the
change of seasons. A 1940 report published by the Senate’s La Follette Committee highlighted the
success of the Department of Health’s new programs and identified the San Joaquin Valley as a
national leader in child-health and maternity services for migrants. In one of the report’s
testimonies, Dr. Eliot praised this health care system for its personalized health care for migrant
families and highlighted the benefits of the mobile health resources.33 In addition, Lange showed the
successes of these new programs through her photography. In her photo “Resident Nurse Interviews
Mother and Examines Baby,” (see Appendix III) taken at a government camp in Farmersville,
California, Lange captured the new pediatric nurse program in action.34 Because the subject matter
of Lange’s photographs progressed from Okies’ hardships to their improved conditions, Lange
showed that these new government programs had positive impacts.
Lange’s skillful documenting of Okies through the art of photography inspired change,
because art transcends physical and emotional boundaries. Through her photojournalism, Lange
revealed the atrocities in migrants’ lives. The widespread publication of Lange’s photos brought the
issue of Okies’ suffering to all Americans, which moved them to advocate for change. The
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California state and Federal governments responded by funding projects to better migrants’ housing,
food, and health services – all necessary components to uphold the right of life expressed in the
Constitution. Lange’s photographic revolution would not have occurred without government
financing. Unfortunately in these difficult economic times, the government and private enterprise
often choose to cut arts funding for schools and communities, yet these organizations need to
continue funding the means by which change occurs. The power of art ignited positive change
during the Great Depression; it can work again.
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